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Revima sets up a new Landing Gear MRO facility in Thailand
Revima, the leading independent MRO (Maintenance, Repair & Overhaul) solutions
provider, specialized in APUs, Engine Parts and Landing Gears, reaffirms it’s increased
presence in the Asia Pacific Region.
With the aim of continuously improving customer service and proximity, Revima will be opening
in 2020 a new state of the art landing gear overhaul facility in Thailand. The facility will initially
focus on Airbus A320 and Boeing 737 family landing gears and serve as a Revima customer
service center for the Asia Pacific Region.
It will be strategically located within the Eastern Economic Corridor (EEC) in Amata City
Chonburi’s Free Zone, a world class Industrial Park south of Bangkok, close to main highway
connections, the International Airport, major Seaport and U-Tapao Airport, a growing
maintenance hub being developed.
It will be equipped with the latest state-of-the-art machines and will include all necessary special
processes for full in-house repair & overhaul landing gear operations.
Revima’s Thailand facility will be « digitally connected », from it’s machines, to it’s technical
documentation, warehouses, monitoring and customer communication systems. It will also be
environmentally friendly, with zero rejection waste water systems and state-of-the-art fire
detection and suppression technology.
“Revima has over 45 years of Landing Gear MRO experience that our new facility in Thailand will
benefit from. We have assembled an initial team of highly experienced personnel in support of
this important project to be able to expand our offering on the fast growing single aisle market in
the region. Our objective is to deliver a top-notch value proposal in the region, with best in class
quality and customer service,” said Olivier Legrand, President and CEO of Revima.
*****
More about Revima – www.revima-group.com
Revima is a leading independent MRO (Maintenance, Repair & Overhaul) solutions provider, specialized in APUs,
Engine Parts and Landing Gears, for civil and military aircraft through five dedicated services: Repair & Overhaul,
Engine Parts Repair, Material Solutions, Fleet Management and Leasing.
With committed and passionate employees across locations in France, Asia, North America and the Middle East,
Revima boasts over 60 years of MRO expertise. Revima supports aircraft operators, lessors, and repair stations
worldwide, positioning this company as one of the most experienced MROs in the world. Revima is an EASA & FAA
Part 145 certified organization, as well as benefiting from approvals from numerous agencies.
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